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PRESERVES

DISCOVER VARIETY
Experience our variety in jars and 
discover the exquisite taste of our 
NATURWERT Bio preserves. 
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PIZZATOMATEN
geschält und gewürfelt
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SCHÄLTOMATEN
geschält

OILS

NEW IMPULSES ON THE SHELF
With oils from NATURWERT Bio every dish 

becomes naturally tasty.



BREAD SPREADS &  SWEETENERS

HOT DRINKS

DELICACIES

TOP SELECTION
Experience the hot and refreshing 
variety of drinks from NATURWERT Bio.

LOCAL SPECIALITIES
Discover the delicious NATURWERT Bio delicatessen sauces – 

produced strictly according to organic guidelines. 
For real enjoyment.



CEREALS

DRIED NUTS &  FRUITS

FOR ENJOYMENT WITHOUT REGRET
Seeds, nuts and dried fruits from NATURWERT Bio

are healthy, deliciously crunchy and juicy
- and produced according to strict ecological criteria.

CLASSIC &  INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
Discover NATURWERT Bio cereals and muesli 

from sustainable cultivation.



BREADS &  BAKED GOODS

BAKING INGREDIENTS

EU-LABEL
The European organic label can be found on all 
packaged organic products made in an EU country. 
It guarantees that the products contain no genetically 
modified ingredients and virtually no artificial 
preservatives and flavour enhancers. Where livestock is 
concerned, attention is paid to giving animals sufficient 
space to move and access to open air as well as organic 
feed. There are strict rules for the use of chemical 
fertilisers, antibiotics and pesticides, with the farms being 
in-spected once a year. 

GERMAN LABEL
Just like the EU label, the German 
label stands for organic production 
and animal welfare. Which means that 
crops are grown GMO-free and with 
minimised fertilisers and chemicals.

NEW WORLDS OF PLEASURE
Hearty topped with cheese or sausage 
or sweet with jam –
these breads taste good for breakfast 
as well as for dinner.

RECIPES FOR YOUR 
SUCCESSFUL BAKING
Discover traditional and varied baking art 
with NATURWERT Bio.



PROFILEPROFILE
NATURWERT Bio is a well-established german brand offering 
organically produced products of high quality and safety. The brand allows 
a growing number of customers to put healthy and delicious groceries in their 
shopping cart without having to visit a dedicated organic food store. This way 
NATURWERT Bio makes it easy to choose an organically aware lifestyle in a time 
where more and more people prefer organic food. 

BÜNTING MEANS SUCCESS.

With more than 13,000 employees, the Bünting Group is one of the largest employers and most 
important trading companies in the whole of Northwest Germany. The secret of the Bünting 
Group‘s success: Business acumen plus a philosophy of dynamic development that have 
steadily driven Bünting forward.

The Bünting Group operates throughout Germany from its headquarter in Leer and the 
new administration building in Nortmoor. The holding company J. Bünting Beteiligungs AG 
is responsible for the strategic focus and central management of all the Bünting subsidiaries. 
These include a tea trading company, six sales subsidiaries, two service companies, a foundation 
and a tea museum.

NATURAL FRESHNESS

NATURWERT Bio products are GMO-free and 
free from growth and yield enhancing substances. 
They are grown on fields benefiting from traditional crop rotation. 

FULL TASTE

NATURWERT Bio does not use preservatives, colorants and artificial or 
nature-identical flavours. 

SELECTED PRODUCERS

NATURWERT Bio works with producers that do not use synthetic chemical fertilisers 
and pesticides.

OUR PRODUCTS

NATURWERT Bio products bear the EU-wide organic label and the german label to give 
consumers added peace of mind.

ANIMAL WELFARE

NATURWERT Bio uses food from animal welfare friendly production and attaches  
importance to organic feed. We are opposed to the preventive use of animal drugs. 
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